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THE NEXT FRONTIER?
Communications professional looking for an international opportunity, particularly
in corporate affairs or investor relations, should look to Mongolia.
BY KAT R I N A A N D R E W S
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ongolia, a landlocked country

In 2011, the Mongolian economy grew by 17.5

sandwiched between Russia

per cent and the International Monetary

and China in central Asia,

Fund projected it would continue to roar th-

is transforming from an

rough the next decade. But China’s teetering

economy dependent on agriculture and

economy, which knocked commodity prices,

natural resources to one that is rapidly

combined with increasingly nationalistic do-

diversifying, attracting overseas investors

mestic policies threw a spanner in the works.

and businesses as diverse as German car

The country became mired in depression.

company Porsche, fashion designers Louis

In May last year, the IMF bailed out

Vuitton and Emporio Armani and the Shangri

the economy with a $5.5 billion loan, which is

La hotel chain.

dependent on the newly elected government

I recently experienced this all first-

embarking on an economic recovery plan. Pro-

hand when I was invited by a business school

gress has been swift: the IMF expects the eco-

in Mongolia to talk to around 400 students

nomy to grow by five per cent this year and

about building an international career. I was

6.3 per cent next.

also invited to meet with government lea-

The country is poised to regain its wolf

ders, where I explained the value of corpo-

economy moniker, which offers myriad oppor-

rate affairs and investor relations and how

tunities for ambitious communicators keen

these key skills could benefit their indust-

to seek a challenge. Much of Mongolia’s inhe-

ries and national economy as they grow in

rent wealth is tied up in its natural resour-

size and maturity.

ces – it has also been dubbed the Saudi Ara-

To some, Mongolia represents the next

bia of Asia – but it has not the local skills to

frontier in Asia. Renaissance Capital, for ex-

exploit these. The country needs foreign as-

ample, believes Mongolia is set to become

sistance – Rio Tinto already has a presence –

the new Asian tiger, or, as the financial ex-

but it is also aware that too many countries

perts have dubbed it, a ‘wolf economy’, with
untapped precious metals and minerals in
excess of $1 trillion and a rapidly developing
capital markets sector. For a communications
professional seeking a short-term challenge,
particularly in corporate affairs or investor
relations, Mongolia could offer some phenomenal opportunities.

Waking the wolf
economy
Here are the facts. China is Mongolia’s closest trading partner, absorbing 85 per cent
of its exports. But such a strong dependency
brings its own challenges, and the Mongolian economy suffered in recent years as China
experienced a dramatic slowdown, making it
imperative that the country weans itself off
this link and seeks other overseas markets.
Roughly one third of Mongolia’s three million population live in gers (conical felt tents),
but 1.3 million live in Ulaanbaatar, its capital city, with the rest in other cities. And far
from nomadic, and by implication illiterate,
Mongolians are well-educated: 98 per cent of
adults can read and write.
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“Mongolia is a
land of opportunities for an
ambitious communications
professional,
keen to expand
the breadth and
depth of their
experience.”
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“An experienced
corporate affairs professional should
be able to liaise
with necessary
officials and to
understand the
nuances of how
the local market
works.”

foreign language taught in schools, the coun-

vestors, as will other companies looking to rai-

try’s websites are bilingual, and the televisi-

se funds on the international bond markets.

on channels broadcast English language news

They will need communicators who under-

programmes. This mean that young people

stand the language of business, and who can

entering the workplace today – the Genera-

sell the story of a country and company that

tion Z – should be relatively fluent in English,

may be impacted by negative misconceptions.

but older generations – and even the millen-

It is a chance for communicators with inves-

nials – are less able.

tor relations expertise to hone their skills:

As major mining companies arrive to

selling a well-established brand to investors

develop operations, they will need assistan-

is one thing, selling one they have never he-

ce with community engagement. From past

ard of is another.

experience, miners know that if they do not

Mongolia is a land of opportunities

get the locals on side quickly by demonstra-

for an ambitious communications professi-

ting the benefits to their community, such as

onal, keen to expand the breadth and depth

new infrastructure and skills, they will not

of their experience. It will not be for everyo-

gain their licence to operate. They need skil-

ne – beyond the cities, poverty is widespread

led communicators who can articulate strate-

and the local cuisine leaves much to be desi-

gies while immersing themselves in the local

red – but for those, disappointed at missing

culture, language and etiquettes. They need

the ‘gold rush’ of the tiger economies, this is a

to be likeable, able to tell good stories and to

new and pioneering frontier. You will be hel-

build rapport quickly. But they will also need

ping to establish a communications indust-

the expertise of corporate affairs and investor

ry that will shape the future of the dynamic

relations professionals to interface between

Mongolian economy. In an increasingly com-

investors, who are often based overseas, go-

petitive world, it is unique experiences like this

vernments and their businesses. An experi-

that will give you the edge over others when

enced corporate affairs professional should

you seek future roles.

be able to liaise with necessary officials and
to understand the nuances of how the local
market works.

in the past have squandered their resources,
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allowing overseas partners to exploit riches.

A tabula rasa?

Mongolia wants to develop partnerships, and

The country’s financial sector is also being

to create a sustainable economy, avoiding

overhauled. There is a nascent capital mar-

boom and bust cycles, and ensuring that its

kets sector, which the Mongolian government

local population benefits and learns new skills

is keen to develop. Some foreign banks, such

that equip them for the future.

as Dutch owned ING Group, which has ope-

It has little experience of employee en-

ned a wholesale banking service in the capi-

gagement as we would understand it. Nor has

tal, are already there, but it is likely others will

much of the population experience of working

follow as the government reduces restrictions.

in major organisations. For communicators

The City of Ulaanbaatar has already

interested in developing structures that esta-

issued bonds on the international markets,

blish both a workplace culture, that educate

while the government borrowed $800 milli-

employees on the norms of office life but are

on last year in a move that will boost the na-

also appreciative of the local practices and

tional currency, the Mongolian togrog, against

nuances, there is a huge opportunity. How do

the US dollar. Its stock market, once the wor-

you communicate with employees who have

ld’s smallest by market capitalisation, is rising

never been communicated with before? It is

in value, but it is thinly traded and foreign in-

a blank canvas.

terest is minimal. However, as the economy

Admittedly, there are some of the lan-

develops, companies will increasingly seek to

guage barriers associated with working in

raise money on the exchange. They will need

other Asian countries. English is the primary

the requisite skills to communicate with in-
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MANAGING PARTNER
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Katrina Andrews established
Andrews Partnership, a
specialist firm focusing on
corporate affairs and investor
relations recruitment after four
years as a board director at
VMA, where she founded VMA
Group Asia Pacific, Middle East
& Africa with the creation of
its Hong Kong, Singapore and
Johannesburg offices. In 2015,
Katrina became the first recruitment professional ever-listed in
PRWeek’s global Power Book
500. Previously, Katrina spent
seven years as APAC managing
director at Melcrum, working
with leaders and teams around
the globe to build skills and
know-how in internal communication.
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